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  A Word from Ruan 

STAY POSITIVE 

Anxiety thrives on the unknown. By and large, despite all the ups and downs of normal life, we have 

all become accustomed to relative stability and predictability. Now, however, our changing world all 

but ensures waking up to a new set of rules, limitations, and changes. 

After a certain point, anxiety can lead us into some dark mental spaces. While it does this to keep us 

alert to potential dangers, hoping we’ll see them coming and avoid them, it can very often lead us into 

a panic, avoidance, rash decisions, or falling into a hole of sadness.  

Despite your anxious brain’s effort to highlight the terrible, and despite depression sucking any sense 

of optimism from the day, you can find hope during the pandemic.  

With some intentional effort, you can learn and practice several skills that will boost your sense of 

confidence despite the crisis, nurture optimism, and build emotional flexibility so you can handle 

instability.  

Focus on what you can control 

Fear and depression can make you feel powerless.  

While you cannot control your feelings, your thoughts, or the actions of others, you are not powerless. 

Shifting your attention toward those aspects of life that you can control can help restore your sense of 

agency and self-confidence. 

Things in your control can be as simple as your daily and nightly routine, what you eat, and what you 

wear each day. They can also be as profound as how you speak to yourself, how you will pursue your 

beliefs and goals, and how you will respond under pressure. Whether they be big or small, mundane, 

or extraordinary, challenge yourself to make a list of all the things within your control. I bet you will 

surprise yourself with how much will be on that list. 

Limit your media intake 

To get ahead of the virus and be up to date on the CDC’s and WHO’s recommendations, you may be 

glued to your phone, TV, or computer. Of course, we all want information and guidance on what we 

can do to keep ourselves and family safe, but the amount of information can be a double-edged sword. 

Surrounding yourself with infection rate statistics and stories of hospitals being short on medical 

supplies because of selfish hoarders can take its toll. If that’s 100 percent of the information in our 

head, that’s 100 percent of the truth to you.   

Limiting how much time you spend watching the news, listening to the radio, and scrolling through 

social media can help restore a sense of normalcy while reducing your sense of dread. This does not 

mean putting your head in the sand but being knowledgeable and respectful of your own emotional 

and psychological limits. 

If you start to notice yourself getting agitated, fearful, or depleted when you are seeking news, then it 

is time for a break. Very likely, the general guidelines of “wash your hands” and “maintain social 

distance” will not change if you take a few hours to disconnect. 
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  A Word from Ruan (continued…) 
Remember that people are still working to make it get better. 

After some time in quarantine and being surrounded by bad news, you can start to believe that nothing 

is getting better, thinking things like: “The government isn’t helping,” “Doctors don’t know what 

they’re doing,” or “People don’t respect the health guidelines.” 

There are stories of police officers shopping for the elderly, doctors coming out of retirement to lend a 

hand, and families sharing their food and toilet paper (that’s right, even their coveted toilet paper!) 

with those in need. Your anxiety and depression can minimize these stories, so it is your job to seek 

them out and remind yourself that there are helpers and people who care to make the situation better. 

Invest in the uplifting 

Surrounding yourself with uplifting media, people, activities, and thoughts can help encourage a 

more optimistic and joyful mindset, even in the face of stress and loss. For many, this can be difficult, 

and you should not expect to magically change your thoughts and feelings. But the more you see, 

think, and do that reflects peace, happiness, and positivity, the more it can influence your mood and 

outlook. 

I am sure you have heard of “comfort food.” It is used to help promote a feeling of warmth, joy, and 

frivolity. It is not health food, that is not the point. So, who and what are your “comfort food” people, 

movies, TV shows, books, or activities? Now’s the time to enjoy them. 

Set a personal schedule and goals 

Using your time wisely, sticking to a routine, and being productive help promote a sense of hope that 

you and life are progressing. In the face of occupational and social change, you may lose 

your productivity and tenacity while falling into idleness and subsequent discouragement. 

Instead, take some time to create a new schedule and routine considering the changing times.  

Continuing to take steps toward your personal and career goals can also help you maintain hope 

throughout all this. This may be through exercise, reading, writing, honing old skills, or acquiring new 

skills. While the pandemic may have put some things on hold, you should continue to take reasonable 

steps toward becoming your ideal self. 

Do your part 

You, along with the rest of society, have been asked to come together under extraordinary 

circumstances to do something out of the ordinary. Participating in the specified safety measures joins 

you with millions of other people as we work together to protect others and get back to business as 

usual. 

If you’re feeling powerless and hopeless, remember that you can do your part to wash your hands, 

resist the urge to hoard unnecessarily, stay home unless absolutely necessary, and encourage others 

to do the same. It may not feel like superhero-level work, but it is superhero-level work to protect your 

neighbours and those most vulnerable.  

Your seemingly small efforts add up and make a tremendous impact on your community. They add up. 

They mean something. Keep moving forward, and together we are going to all come out of this. 
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  ROSESTAD 

INTERNATIONAL NURSES’ DAY 

On 12 May 2020, we celebrated International Nurses Day with the theme: The Year of the Nurse. 

Twenty-twenty will definitely be remembered as the year of the nurse. With the outbreak of Covid, all 

nursing staff stepped up to the mark. Long hours, leaving their families at home, caring for the sick and 

vulnerable are only a few of the challenges they had to face.  

Our theme for the day was “You are all sorts of wonderful”. Taking care of our residents emotional and 

physical wellbeing. Our head office surprised all the care staff with beautiful hero mugs. With their 

selfless acts, we salute and thank you. You are truly the heroes and angels among us. Not all heroes 

wear capes, some wear uniforms and we call them nurses! 

Die beleid by Fichardtpark Aftree oord is dat 

as ons werk, werk ons hard, maar as ons 

speel, speel ons ook hard. Die inperking het 

nie die gees van die personeel gedemp nie. 

Daar is met die nodige sosiale afstand heerlik 

saamgekuier.  

Van die hoogtepunte was die strikdas dag, 

die hoededag, Vrouedag, Alzheimer’s dag en 

vele meer. Hier is met baie geesdrif aan 

hierdie internasionale dae deelgeneem.  

Hou hierdie spasie dop vir opkomende 

feesdae. Ons gaan of groot of ons gaan huis 

toe… 

INTERNASIONALE 

FEESDAE 
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  ROSESTAD 

JERUSALEMA CHALLENGE 

Master KG’s song Jerusalema hit the charts and started a challenge among businesses, schools, social 

groups etc. Fichardt Park decided to join in the challenge by dancing to the song.  By setting the 

benchmark, we challenged all the other Trans-50 villages and the response was mind-blowing. Acacia 

did their dance by including Feedem, Witfield danced with enthusiasm and we take our hat off to them. 

Panorama put the cherry on the cake by involving all the role players at their village. We want to thank 

all the villages for accepting the challenge and giving it their all.  

 

EEN TOTSIENS IS WEER ‘N NUWE HELLO 

Suster Elize was die afgelope vier jaar werksaam as Geregistreerde suster by die oord. In hierdie 

periode het sy diep spore in die personeel en inwoners se harte getrap. Sy het egter besluit om aan die 

einde van Oktober af te tree.  

In haar plek is Felicity Scheepers aangestel. Ons kon egter nie die geleentheid laat verbygaan om 

behoorlik van Elize afskeid te neem nie. Verskeie van die personeel het haar bedank vir haar bydraes. 

Elize ons gaan jou mis, want jy was ‘n belangrike deel van die Fichardtpark familie. Ons gun jou egter 

die rus en die nuwe uitdagings wat op jou wag. Net ons beste wense vergesel jou. 
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  WARM WORDS FROM WITFIELD PARK 

FIRE FIGHTING TRAINING 

We put a high premium on ongoing training for our 

staff. This time it was Fire Fighting training by 

Turnkey Fire.  

 

Thank you, Peet, for sharing your knowledge with 

us.   

 

The theoretical session was informative and the 

practical side was an eye-opener, especially to new 

employees.  

MEMORIAL SERVICE 

During September we hosted a memorial service for 

the complex residents to say goodbye to their 

friends that passed away during the lockdown.  The 

Lifestyle team set up a slide show with photos of the 

late residents and Cara explained the purpose of the 

service.  After lighting candles, Cara read related 

poems, gave time for silent prayers and an 

opportunity for residents to share their feelings and 

memories of their late friends.  Marita closed the 

service by reading a prayer. This service was 

repeated in the Care Centre a day later. This 

assisted both residents and employees to find 

closure.  
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  WARM WORDS FROM WITFIELD PARK 

WITFIELD PARK SEMINAR ON MINDFULNESS 
 

Marita organised the only breakfast seminar for the year during March (due to lockdown).  Our 

speaker was resident Debbie Mills, a Life Coach in Mindfulness.  The topic was “Leading a Mindful 

Life”. The meaning of Mindfulness is to pay non-judgemental attention, in a particular way and on 

purpose, to the present moment. The benefits are to reduce stress and anxiety levels, relaxing and 

awareness.  Thank you, Debbie, for an interesting presentation. 

NURSES’ DAY 

 

On 12 May we celebrated Nurses’ day. The 

lifestyle team prepared special gift packs which 

Sr Cara Johnstone handed to the nursing team 

members.  

 

This was a token of our appreciation for every 

member for their dedication and hard work in 

caring for our residents  
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  WARM WORDS FROM WITFIELD PARK 

GOODBYE TO OUR LIFESTYLE CONSULTANT 
 

After 13 years of service, our lifestyle consultant, Marita van der 

Walt, decided it is time to retire.  Together with her husband, 

Stiaan, they plan to start a new chapter in their lives.  

 

Marita reminisces about her career and changes which developed 

over the years. One was the appointment of a lifestyle assistant to 

aid her and for the past six years, Elize J van Rensburg has been 

her right hand.  Another highlight was the inauguration of the new 

building which hosts the frail and memory care sections.  

 

Marita assisted with driving the company vehicles for numerous 

kilometres during outings and shopping for a huge variety of 

activities.   

 

Marita, we thank you for years of passion and dedication to our 

residents and their emotional, social and spiritual wellbeing. Your 

warm words and smile were an inspiration to many a resident and 

team member.  

 

You lived the Trans-50 and Biblical values to the full and served as 

a living example of “to-make-God-smile” to all. 

 

We wish you and Stiaan well for your future endeavours. The team 

will miss you. 

HERITAGE DAY 

To celebrate Heritage Day the staff dressed up according to their 

cultures and ethnic groups. The residents enjoyed this and gave the 

team numerous compliments.   

 

It was beautiful to see them in different colours than the usual daily 

uniform. Marinda & Cara also joined in the fun and were dressed up 

by the staff.  Management arranged a special treat of ice cream and 

chocolate sauce.  
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  PALM’S PRET 

I’M POSSIBLE:  MANDELA DAY OUTREACH   
Our volunteer, Danela Smuts suggested we knit 

during the lockdown period. This idea evolved 

into the I’m Possible Mandela day outreach. We 

thought that it was a brilliant idea and bought 

the wool and supplied it to our volunteers. The 

volunteers knitted the most colourful mittons.  

These mittons were donated to “Die Pastorie” 

old age home. We also had more than enough 

mittons to bless each of our residents in 

Lovealot Care & Memory Care. This project 

made a difference by keeping our residents 

purposefully engaged and offering their gift to 

others. I thank each of our volunteers for 

spreading joy through knitting.  

MR & MRS IRVING—TRUE 
LOVE & CONNECTION IN 

TIMES OF COVID-19 

Mrs Isabel Irvine was admitted to the hospital 

on the 21st of July 2020 and was discharged 

on the 30th of July 2020. Before 

hospitalisation, she tested negative for Covid- 

19. Within the hospital, she was tested again 

and tested positive. On her return, we took 

special care to take her to our Covid-19 

isolation ward for 14 days. After her isolation 

period and being asymptomatic, she was 

reunited with her husband, Mr James irvine, 

on their 64th wedding anniversary. We made 

sure that they celebrate this reunion in style 

with some bubbly. It was so beautiful to 

observe true love and connection in the 

challenging times such as the Covid-19 

pandemic. A truly beautiful love story.  

CELEBRATING DOUBLE 

100TH BIRTHDAYS! 
 

 

Both Miss Johanna Marais and Mrs Stella 
Badenhorst celebrated their 100’th birthday in 
2020. We couldn’t let these special birthdays 
pass us by.  

We made sure that they celebrated it with 
Golden 100-year balloons, special cake & special 
company. We hope God will bless them with 
peace, happiness & good health.  
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  PALM’S PRET 

 

Safari Social DistanSING 
 

Lockdown had us thinking out of the box. No, 

we kick the box away. We’ve gone virtual with 

activities, but still, we needed a way to let our 

residents connect with one another. With the 

help of our manager, Shaun Fabricius, we 

decided to host a Safari Social DistanSING 

event. The residents received a Song sheet to 

be able to sing-a-long. We started with each B 

block (B1 then B2 and last B3) then we were 

off to each E block and ended off at the G 

Block.  

While we were singing, Feedem assisted in 

handing out a cupcake to each resident.  The 

spirits were lifted and residents even danced in 

their nightgowns. They felt free-spirited and 

happy. Thank you to our manager, Shaun 

Fabricius and Feedem.  

SPRING 
TEAS 

Our residents are 

used to a Spring 

tea where 

approximately 120 

residents attend the 

function. Due to 

safety protocols, we 

have decided to 

have 6 smaller 

Spring teas spread 

over 3 days. Our 

FUNction volunteers assisted to prepare the 

décor. Our volunteer, Lucille Kok spent a whole 

Saturday doing the flower arrangements and 

she outdid herself! The flowers looked 

exquisite. Each resident received a picnic box 

with the most delicious treats and it was 

beautifully wrapped with ribbon. Their gift was 

a beautiful soap which looked exactly like a 

lemon cream cookie. Our colour scheme was 

black, white and yellow. Our theme was, “If life 

gives you lemons, make lemonade” or to 

Squeeze the day! We had a photo corner as 

well as a lemonade stand. Our manager, Shaun 

Fabricius, provided the entertainment and also 

beautiful background music. Our hairdresser, 

Tania Dryden surprised the residents with ten 

free cut & blows as part of a lucky draw. We 

want to thank Feedem for their sponsorship of 

the refreshments and also assistance with  

preparing the hall, Tania, Lucille, Shaun and all 

who made this day special.  

FLOWER CROWNS FOR GARDEN DAY 
Garden day was on Sunday, 11 October 2020. The Lifestyle consultant, Annemarie Heydenrych and her 
assistant, Hope Dassie presented a “Be creative” workshop. We set up the workshop with notes, the 
most beautiful range of flowers and all the other tools the participants would need.  

Step by step each participant created their unique flower crown. We enjoyed our time together and also 
enjoyed the lovely refreshments made by Feedem.  
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  ACACIA NUUSTAK 

IBC ACCREDITED TRAINING 

During March, six of the Care practitioners at Acacia 

Park successfully completed Trans-50's HWSETA 

accredited training. We are very proud of all of you. 

Thanks for your hard work throughout this past year.  

Our managing director, Ruan de Wet also attended the 

graduation ceremony with the national training 

manager, Christa Pretorius. Thank you Carla for the 

beautifully decorated hall. 

TRAINING 
Training for our employees is one of Acacia Park's priorities. This time our staff attended First aid 

Training.  

The training was presented by Life Health 

Skills.  

Employees had great fun while learning.  

Thank you. 
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  ACACIA NUUSTAK 

PERSONAL PROTECT EQUIPMENT 
Acacia Park's care manager, Sr Maria Lekhobo provided training to employees by demonstrating the 

steps in donning their personal protective equipment. This forms part of our continued training of staff, 

especially during the pandemic. We continue to be conscious and safety comes first to ensure that all 

residents and employees 

stay healthy.  

This forms a small part of 

our standard operating 

procedures including 

continued washing of 

hands, the wearing of 

masks and using hand 

sanitizers and disinfecting 

your hands when entering 

and leaving the village.  

Thank you to all our 

employees for your 

ongoing efforts. You are 

an amazing team! 

GO TURQUOISE 

As part of our "Go 

turquoise for the Elderly 

Campaign" at Acacia 

Park, we decided to spoil 

our residents with a 

warm bowl of Curry and 

Rice on a cold winter's 

afternoon.  

A huge thank you to 

Corne and her team from 

Feedem who prepared 

this delicious meal.  

The Acacia team then 

dressed up to spread 

some joy and laughter 

while delivering the 

meals to our residents - 

lifting their spirit and 

preventing the "lockdown 

HUG ME 
 

There is nothing like a lockdown to make you 

appreciate the importance of people in your life 

and their love. At Acacia Park, our lifestyle 

consultant, Carla, had the ingenious idea to 

create the "Hug me". She used thick plastic and 

PVC pipe for her creation which took a whole day 

to make - once completed, we had to test it to 

ensure it complies with all the safety and COVID 

protocol. This will be used to allow residents who 

have been in lockdown for months, to be able to 

hold their loved ones again. 
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  ACACIA NUUSTAK 

INTERNATIONAL NURSES’ DAY 
During the lockdown, we celebrated our care practitioners and nursing 

employees on International Nurses’ Day. How fitting as the theme for 

this year was: "2020 The year of the nurse". Our healthcare workers 

have shown tremendous tenacity and commitment during the outbreak 

of COVID-19. These 

employees stayed over at 

the village during their 

shifts, often leaving their 

family at home and 

working extended hours 

and shifts. We are so 

proud of you! 

COVID-19 

Unless you have contracted 

COVID-19 you will not 

understand the anguish and 

emotional and physical strain 

it has on a person. Some of 

our residents and employees 

contracted the virus and 

many staff were quite ill at 

home while the rest of the 

team had to work long hours 

to make up for the staff 

shortages. The fear of 

infecting loved ones was on everyone's mind. 

During the month, our care manager Maria, had 

a debriefing session with all our employees to 

ensure that everyone who needs further 

assistance is identified and referred for 

professional support. The staff could talk about 

their fears and concerns. The staff sang a few 

songs together to give praise, and thanks to God 

for their recovery, health, and work. Some of our 

COVID-19 ANGELS 
 

Here are the COVID-19 angels from Acacia Park. 

These staff members were on the frontline during 

the COVID-19 outbreak at the village.  
 

Thank you for your commitment - working long 

and extended shifts to take care of our residents. 

We salute you! 
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  ACACIA NUUSTAK 

TRANS-50 IS 
THE BEST! 

Trans-50 is the best 

company to work for! Every 

month each staff member 

receives a bottle of Ascorbic 

Acid, multivitamins, and Vit. 

B Co to ensure that our 

employees have a healthy 

immune system and are 

ready to fight the COVID 

pandemic.  

Employees who contracted 

the virus also received the 

necessary medication to 

address all their symptoms.  

EMPLOYEE OF THE 
MONTH 

Our care manager from Acacia Park, Sr. 

Maria Lekhobo was identified as the 

employee of the month as she always puts 

her heart and soul into everything she 

does.  

During the COVID-19 outbreak at the 

village, Maria rolled up her sleeves, donned 

her PPE, and worked many long hours in 

the COVID unit as many of her staff were 

not able to work.  

Although Sr. Maria has a young child at 

home, she did not hesitate to respond to 

the needs of the residents at Acacia Park.  

Maria, we are thankful for employees like 

you. We thank you and salute you! 

 
NEW EMPLOYEE 

The newest member of the Acacia Park team, Karen 

Robberts has already made such a huge impact on the 

team and the residents. Here she is with a gift she 

received from a resident, showing her appreciation for 

Karen's assistance when she moved into Acacia. Thank 

you, Karen - you are a star! 

HAPPY BIRTHDAY, VANESSA 
 

Our centre manager at Acacia Park, 

Vanessa de Villiers celebrated her 

birthday during the month.  

Vanessa, we hope you had a 

wonderful day and may the year 

ahead be filled with God's blessings, 

happiness, and love in abundance. 

We appreciate you! 

THANK YOU 

FEEDEM! 

A BIG shout out to our catering 

and cleaning partners, FEEDEM 

for all our support and 

everything you have done for 

the residents at Acacia Park. 

We have all faced a very 

challenging year, and nothing 

was ever too much trouble. 

Thank you!! 
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  FRONTLINE HEALTHCARE WORKERS AND THE 

PSYCHOLOGICAL IMPACT OF  

COVID-19 

I am sure we can all agree that this year has put us all to the test.  Not just physically but mentally as 

well.  I commented to someone the other day that I am sure I am suffering from post-traumatic stress 

disorder as a result of the increased stress of preparing for Coronavirus and the outcome of the impact 

it has had on residents and employees – and I was not even on the “frontline”.  Many studies and sur-

veys have been done by healthcare staff over the past six months and the following stressors have 

been listed from their perspective: 

• Stigmatisation and directed negative response from community members towards those who 

work with COVID-19 patients. Healthcare staff may be blamed for community transmissions 

• Reduced capacity to use social support due to intense work schedules and the stigmatisation 

from the community 

• Strict bio-security measures, resulting in physical strain of protective equipment, physical iso-

lation making it difficult to provide comfort to someone who is sick or in distress, constant 

awareness and vigilance and strict procedures to follow preventing spontaneity and autono-

my 

• Isolation from family and friends 

• Vulnerability to contracting Covid-19 in the course of their work due to: 

 insufficient personal protective equipment and medical supplies 

 difficulties with personal protective equipment and infection control policies 

• Inadequate information and training in protocols for caring for COVID positive patients and 

vulnerable residents 

• Lack of access to information 

• Crowded living conditions making social distancing impossible 

• Fake and contradictory news and information overload about the modes of transmission 

and practical measures and guidelines to prevent and reduce transmission and the panic these 

messages cause 

• An overcrowded health system, struggling to manage workloads and lack of resources e.g. 

relief or agency staff 

• Personal and team pressure to save patients 

• Altered standards of care and ethical conflicts 

• Compromised safety and security 

• Witnessing the death of residents 

• Challenging team dynamics and managing stress and emotions effectively 

• Lack of sustained support 

Distress ranges from moderate levels of worry to posttraumatic stress symptoms and mental illness. 

Symptoms may appear shortly after an outbreak is under control, rather than during the crisis.  
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  FRONTLINE HEALTHCARE WORKERS ... 

Frontline healthcare workers who work with infectious diseases such as Coronavirus may present with 

the following psychological symptoms: 

- Feelings of loss of control, excessive fatigue, and exhaustion 

- Tension and psychological distress 

- Feeling misunderstood or self-doubting 

- Post-traumatic stress symptomatology (PTSS) 

- Fear of infection for themselves and their families and friends 

- Frustration or self-blame in the face of resident deaths 

- Concern about family members 

- Alcohol/drug misuse and increase in absenteeism   

- Severe anxiety and/or insomnia, depression, feelings of helplessness or experiencing feelings of sad-

ness or grief. 

 

Employees who are at risk for psychological burnout include the following: 

- Those who perceive themselves to be at a heightened risk of infection 

- The employees’ duration of high-risk exposure 

- Younger employees 

- Single employees 

- Those living alone/without family 

- Fewer years of work experience 

- Previous history of psychiatric illness 

- Availability of emotional support 

- Lack of resilience training  

 

Remember:  It is normal to feel stressed and anxious when working with residents who are 

infected with COVID-19, as long as you can manage the stressors and continue with your 

daily routine.  If you are so overwhelmed, depressed or anxious that it affects your ability 

to continue with daily activities or your work, please seek professional help immediately. 

 

What can we do to promote our own psychological wellbeing? 

Firstly, it is important to ensure that you understand all the safety protocols with regards to infectious 

diseases such as COVID-19. As they say, “knowledge in power”.  Ensure that you receive the necessary 

practical training on safely donning and doffing PPE. Practice this to ensure you can do this safely with-

out infecting yourself or colleagues.  The more confident you become, the less anxious you will be. 

Make sure you receive any updates on the standard operating procedure of the organisation and ask 

questions if something is not clear or not understood. Strictly adhere to hand hygiene and other safety 

practices. 

Make sure you stay up to date with the latest developments and information regarding the signs and 

symptoms of COVID-19 but do not get caught up in too much of it.  If you are feeling anxious, avoid 

watching news and following social media platforms. If you do listen to the news or read up on infor-

mation, make sure this is from a reputable source. 

Eat healthy and make sure you get enough rest and exercise.  If you have a chronic disease, make sure 

you take your medication every day.  Also take some additional vitamins to boost your immune system. 

Download an exercise or meditation app on your phone that you can use.  Maintain contact with loved 

ones and family members in a safe way e.g. by phone or by using Zoom, Skype or by making 

WhatsApp video calls.  Surround yourself with positive influences and avoid negative talk. If you experi-

ence severe anxiety or depression for extended periods, contact the care manager or centre manager 

for assistance through the company’s employee assistance programme. 
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  FRONTLINE HEALTHCARE WORKERS ... 

Establish a mentorship or buddy system.  The idea is that two staff members partner up to support one 

another through difficult or challenging times.  You and your partner will check up on one another 

every shift and ask about your physical, emotional, and psychological wellbeing and how you feel and if 

you are coping.  Check up on each other to ensure that you take time for yourself and that you go for 

tea and lunch breaks.  Discuss your fears and concerns with your buddy. Remember it is important to 

maintain confidentiality of the information unless your buddy needs assistance, in which case you 

should ask him/her if you can share your concerns with the manager to get him/her help.  A buddy 

should be supportive and non-judgemental and must look out for one another.  

Make time in the workplace for short 

debriefing sessions. This does not have to be 

done by a professional.  It is often helpful if 

we just share our feelings and experiences 

with our colleagues, as we all work in the 

same environment.  Talking and sharing 

your emotions, fear or anxiety can help you 

to put things into perspective. You may learn 

from a colleague how he/she deals with 

emotional and psychological challenges. 

Remember, we are all in this together and no 

one should ever have to feel alone. Reach 

out to a colleague, manager, or anyone at 

our head office if you need support.  

Find ways to relax and re-energize yourself 

by continuing or starting a hobby. Reading, 

Yoga, meditation, adult colouring, and any 

creative activity can assist you to relax and 

shift your focus. Do not take on additional 

shifts if you are feeling tired, depressed or 

overly anxious and report this to your 

manager.   

We know that we will have to be prepared to deal with COVID-19 outbreaks for the next year or two, 

so it is important that we take care of ourselves and ensure that we are better equipped and prepared 

for next year.   

Thank you to each staff member who was at work during this pandemic.  

Whether you worked in the office, maintenance department, kitchen, laundry 

or COVID unit - you are all amazing! Although some staff and residents 

became ill and some lost their lives, I think each village and its staff did 

extremely well to manage this new virus. Staff adapted well to the daily 

changing needs of residents and constant changes in policies, guiding us on 

new ways of doing our work. Thank you for your resilience, positive and 

caring attitude, commitment, and tenacity.  Trans-50 is proud to have 

employees of your calibre. 

Geseënde Kersfees en voorspoedige nuwe jaar.   

Wishing you all a Merry Christmas and blessed new year. 

Take care of yourself and each other.   

      Christi   
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  BOIKETLONG LE BOITUMELONG  

A MESSAGE FROM OUR CHAIRPERSON 

COVID hit us all like a ton of bricks and 

without hesitation, Trans-50 came into motion 

and started putting measures into place to 

secure the safety of staff and residents.  As 

the chairperson of the Management 

Committee at Jakaranda Park and also the 

daughter of a resident I take my hat off to the 

staff of the village.   

They worked tirelessly  to ensure that 

everybody followed procedures and protocol 

through consistent and clear communication 

with residents and families.  Their visibility at 

the village assisted greatly in keeping our 

residents calm as it made them feel safe and 

protected.  The guidance and support from the 

National Office went a long way to strengthen 

the hands of staff.   

Thank you to you all – the village will always 

be recommended based on the work of 

management and staff.  

 Karen Morais     

BEYONDER SURPRISE 

Staff members at 

Jakaranda Park 

were in awe with 

the beautiful 

Beyonder gifts 

they received from 

Ruan.  Coming up 

with the idea of 

identifying staff 

members who 

went the extra 

mile …. or more 

and calling them 

“Beyonders” was 

insightful.  Being 

identified was such 

a wonderful surprise!   A 

heartfelt thank you to 

Ruan, Teresa and Christi 

for the support – making 

it possible for staff to 

become beyonders.        

       LAUGHTER IS THE BEST MEDICINE 

It is in times of great difficulty that the 

resilience of the human race prove to be at its 

strongest.  The ability to get up in spite of 

falling down numerous times, the will to 

survive against all odds, the motivation to 

keep on going when everything else seems to 

be falling apart.   

Being able to laugh until the tears streamed 

down our faces was one way in which we, at 

Jakaranda Park, managed to stay afloat when 

COVID was at its worst.   

Stupid little incidents - that some might think 

were silly – to us were hilarious and helped to 

keep our spirits up and our hearts strong.   

Some moments we 

were fortunate enough 

to capture on film, for 

others we dressed up to 

be silly and take photos 

of it!  

Elsa Pretorius   
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  BOIKETLONG LE BOITUMELONG  

PROPERTY MAINTENANCE MANAGER 

And so a new chapter in my life started on 07/09/2020, at Trans-50 Jakaranda park. With butterflies in 

my stomach, nervous as can be I was welcomed at our office by Marna Mare, Centre Manager and 

Branch Accounts Administrator, Elsa Pretorius.   

I was shown around and introduced to my other colleagues.  From experience I could pick up that this 

facility and its employees are running like a well-oiled machine. I’ve hit the ground running and imme-

diately started working.  

A management style of strong morals and high standards demonstrated, made it easy for me to fit in. 

We never see problems, only challenges for which to find solutions, striving towards World Class Work 

Standards as is the norm in all of Trans-50.   

Now 2 months later I really feel part of the Jakaranda Park team – laughing a lot but working hard and 

with a plan.  Just being here, fully accepted by my colleagues and the residents, is a huge blessing. 

Herman Bredenhann   

STRONG TEAMS 

During the COVID pandemic and the subsequent lockdown, the 

employees of Jakaranda Park came together as a strong team.  We 

volunteered to stay at the village to minimize the risk of contracting the 

virus – thereby keeping colleagues and residents safe.   

Our management supported us by looking out for our physical, 

emotional and spiritual needs and provided us with any information 

needed, empowering us to do what we could to stay healthy.  

We received masks, sanitizer, food and vitamins to boost our immune 

systems.  We were all working in unity as ….. “Unity is power”  

 Prescilla Mohlala   
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BEYONDERS 

ACACIA PARK FICHARDT 

PARK 

JAKARANDA 

PARK 

PANORAMA 

PALMS 

WITFIELD 

PARK 

Maria Lekhobo 

Riah Maino 

Vanessa Pampier 

Denise Skilpad 

Johanna Wessels 

Eunice Phandle 

Jeanice Swartz 

Emma Mpinga 

Bella Mathabathe 

Zandile Ncgongwane 

Penny de Bruyn 

Catherine Booysen 

Anna Kok 

Dr. Immelman 

Lorna Stuart 

Judith Silikansie 

Marita Nel 

Anita Steenekamp 

Gideon Mogapi 

William Molaba 

Marna Maré 

Elsa Pretorius   

Shaun Fabricius 

Mila Bam 

Alida van der Bank 

Annemarie Heydenrych 

Hope Dassie 

Desiree Moss 

Sandra Fortuin 

Faustina Oguntibeju 

Donovan Geldenhuys 

Martin Ziervogel 

Ricky Cloete 

Fiela Makie 

Geraldine Longman 

Marchelle Jonkers 

Carmen Links 

Lucinda Barends 

Juliana Wildschut 

Nonnie Sigcau 

Yolanda Carnow 

Shirley Neethling 

Tammy Booys 

Priscilla Benjamin 

Brenda Adams 

Leande Thyssen 

Sylvia Sisusa 

Marlyne Phillips 

Hariet Smith 

Theresia Mpashi 

Doreen Malgas 

Elize Janse van 

Rensburg 

Gert Els 

 

FAIRWELL AND WELCOME  

During the lockdown Renee de Klerk, our Executive Assistant at Head 

Office made the difficult decision to retire.  Renee was a valued member 

of the head office team and will be missed.  We wish her well with her 

retirement journey and enjoys time with her granddaughter. 

 

We appointed an Administrator during October 2020, Claire Marais.  

Claire started off with a bang!   

Claire is eager to learn and has already started providing structure 

within the administration of our digital filing system.  We welcome you 

and trust that you already part of the Trans-50 family.  
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April 2020 Marius Cilliers  Property Manager  Acacia Park 

June 2020 Thabang Thole  Maintenance Assistant Acacia Park 

Sept 2020 Linda Petersen  Registered Nurse   Panorama Palms 

Sept 2020 Mariana Voster  Enrolled Nurse   Fichardt Park 

Sept 2020 Herman Bredenhann Property Manager  Jakaranda Park 

Oct 2020 Claire Marais   Administrator   Head Office 

Oct 2020 Merriam Masoabi  Enrolled Nurse   Fichardt Park 

Nov 2020 Alicia Botha   Administrator   Witfield Park 

 

 Long Service Awards 

25 Years   

Thandi Mpanza  Care Practitioner   WITFIELD PARK  November 

Fransina Cloete  Care Practitioner   PANORAMA PALMS December 
  

15 Years 

Martha Shuping    Care Practitioner  FICHARDT PARK  December 

10 Years 

Mila Bam     Care Practitioner  PANORAMA PALMS September 

Marlyne Phillips    Care Practitioner  PANORAMA PALMS September 

Kedibone Kgomotshwane  Care Practitioner  ACACIA PARK   November 

Anna Kok     Care Practitioner  ACACIA PARK   December 

5 Years 

Penelope De Bruyn   Care Practitioner  ACACIA PARK   August 

Cara Johnstone    Care Manager   WITFIELD PARK  September 

Refelwe Modiba    Care Practitioner  WITFIELD PARK  October 

Martha Pichardy    Care Supervisor  PANORAMA PALMS October 

New Appointments 
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SANDRA JOSEPHS 02 PAN 

THOMAS LEHUNGWANE 03 WIT 

BELLA MATHABATHE 06 ACA 

ZENDA MCANDA 10 ACA 

CYNTHIA MOKWENA 11 FIC 

DOREEN MALGAS 14 WIT 

MARTIN ZIERVOGEL 14 PAN 

LERATO MORALUKI 15 FIC 

MARLYNE PHILLIPS 15 PAN 

LASHAUN DU TOIT 16 ACA 

MIKHIAL ESSOP 19 ACA 

CHRISTELLE VAN NOORDWYK 20 PAN 

LYDIA NGOMA 21 ACA 

LYN VAN ROOYEN 22 HO 

NIKIWE NYAMBI 23 WIT 

MARTHA PICHARDY 25 PAN 

JEANICE KARELSE 26 ACA 

MILA BAM 26 PAN 

LINDI JWILI 03 FIC 

ELSIE HOYO 03 PAN 

ROLAND GEORGE 05 PAN 

WILFRED LOUW 08 ACA 

ESMERELDA CHRISTIANS 08 PAN 

EMMA MPINGA 09 ACA 

JOANER MOSALA 10 FIC 

SHIRLEY NEETHLING 12 PAN 

ALISTAIR HEYNS 13 WIT 

REFELWE MODIBA 16 WIT 

VANESSA DE VILLIERS 18 ACA 

DAVID MULLER 18 ACA 

FALDELAH DAMONS 18 PAN 

EUNICE PHANDLE 19 ACA 

YVONNE SELABE 19 ACA 

MERRIAM MASOABI 22 FIC 

HESTER CLOETE 22 PAN 

MARCELLE SNELL 22 PAN 

BABALWA NGQAMBUZA 23 WIT 

SELINA MOLIFI 23 FIC 

VERONICA MOLEOFI 24 FIC 

LORRAINE HLONGWANE 27 WIT 

ELIZE JANSEN VAN RENSBURG 27 WIT 

MERIAM MOKHUTLE 01 FIC 

ANNEKE LIEBENBERG 03 HO 

LUCINDA BARENDS 03 PAN 

JUSTINE SNYDERS 05 PAN 

NOZI SONDIYAZI 08 FIC 

KHANYISILE SHABANGU 10 WIT 

PRESCILLA MOHLALA 10 JAK 

NOMPI MOLOSI 10 FIC 

BONITA ROSS 11 PAN 

VIOLET MATLOPELA 12 HO 

ERIKA TITI 14 FIC 

JULIANA WILDSCHUT 14 PAN 

ELLA BOTHA 15 HO 

ASANDA BARNAT 17 WIT 

CHRISTOFFEL KAPU 18 ACA 

MARITA VAN DER WALT 22 WIT 

MACHELLE JONKERS 22 PAN 

ELLEN MADITO 24 FIC 

FIELLA MAKIE 30 PAN 

CHRISTEL BASSON 02 PAN 

TAMMY BOOYS 04 PAN 

FRANCINA DE WEE 05 ACA 

ALIDA VAN DER BANK 05 PAN 

CARLA FOURIE 09 ACA 

RUAN DE WET 10 HO 

MARIA LEKHOBO 10 ACA 

MARIANA VOSTER 11 FIC 

SONJA RAMAN 13 WIT 

EVELYN DINGALIBALA 14 WIT 

MAGRITA DE WET 16 FIC 

CHRISTI LOUW 20 HO 

ELIZABETH PHAHLAMOHLAKA 22 WIT 

MYNIE MARCUS 22 PAN 

FRANSIE VISSER 23 WIT 

MARIE KIRSTEN 26 WIT 

JOLENE CARDOZA 27 PAN 

MARTHA SHUPING 28 FIC 

LORNA STUART 29 FIC 

D
e

c
e
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MARTHA LETSITSA 08 FIC 

VANESSA PAMPIER 10 ACA 

KHABO MASINA 12 WIT 

RIAH MAINO 12 ACA 

JOYCE MOGOTSI 15 FIC 

SELENA ISAACS 16 PAN 

NATASHIA TITUS 21 PAN 

DORAH MOLIFI 22 FIC 

JOHNNY COOPER 26 ACA 

REECE VAN COLLER 31 ACA 
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